Modern Desktop

The best experience
for end users and IT
Our main motivation is to keep user experiences ahead of the
curve. It’s a game changer when people working on the sales
floor have the latest tools…it’s the newest version of Windows
10 and Office 365 ProPlus that deliver those benefits.”
Øyvind Hirsch, Head of Digital Platforms for Bertel O. Steen

Shift to a
modern desktop
with Microsoft 365

A modern desktop is the most secure, productive computing experience for business that’s loved by end users and IT.
With Windows 10 + Office 365 ProPlus, shift from complex upgrades to agile updates, chasing efficiencies to empowering
your people, and from managing costs to creating more value.
Most Productive - Create the most productive environment for your workforce

42% would quit
their job if office
technologies do
not meet their
needs1

Unlock user potential with powerful presentation tools; actionable
insights generated through AI; and devices that support different
workstyles via ink, touch, and voice. Support best-in-class teamwork with
integrated collaboration capabilities. Mobility features that allow users to
access their work from anywhere, coupled with intelligent assistance to
help them stay on track, enable employees to create more value.
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Most Secure - Proactively protect users and the organization with cloud-powered intelligent security

40% reduced risk
of a major security
breach2

Out-of-the-box protection automates responses to cyber threats and
helps guard against emerging ones. For added security, proactively detect
issues as they arise to respond to malicious attacks quickly. Minimize data
loss with built-in policies that plug accidental or intentional leaks. For
multi-layer defense, embrace multi-factor authentication while also
creating simplified, faster logins with cameras that recognize a user.
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Lowest TCO - Transform IT and reduce costs with agile updates and simplified management

Save an average of
$7.2 million in
total cost of
ownership (TCO) 3

Deliver the latest security and productivity innovations, and upgrade with
confidence by using modern tools powered by the cloud. Get new
devices up and running by automatically configuring settings, security
policies, and install apps—also powered by the cloud—to save both time
and money.
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Simplify the way IT enables users across PCs, mobile devices, cloud services, and on-premises apps.

Modern Desktop Assessment

Evaluate your ITA
readiness to deploy
Request a 3-day Microsoft–paid**
engagement to maximize your return on
investment with Microsoft 365

Shift to a
modern desktop
with Microsoft 365

Assessment Goals
Understand
Modern Desktop

Analyze your
product lifecycle

You will be presented with the key benefits of deploying Modern
Desktop in your company and the value it will add in your
organization
Identify the lifecycle of the existing products and the impact of
respective end of support
Assess your readiness to move to a Modern Desktop (Windows
10/ Office 365 Pro Plus) based on the portfolio of devices, OS and
applications deployed in your organization

Assess
Readiness

Assessment Outcomes
Identify device
operating system

Versions of OS deployed – Windows 7, Windows 8 or Windows 10

Identify Office
versions

Versions of Office are deployed – ProPlus or Perpetual

Device and
application summary

Summary of device and applications in your ecosystem

Compatibility

Issues and
blockers

Compatibility evaluation of your application & device portfolio
Key issues and blockers for deploying the Modern Desktop

Contact us on Partner Email Address to request an Assessment
**Eligibility Criteria for a Paid Assessment: (1) Greater than 1,000 PCs, (2) <15% deployed on Windows 10 and/or Office 365 ProPlus

